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The Step by Step Guide to Launch Your Own Profitable Blog Making as much as $1,000 per day!In

this book, best-selling writer and entrepreneur Chris Karlas reveals the basic steps anyone can

follow to go from 0 to $1,000 per day in profit with their own blogThis book is effective because it

pulls back the curtain and shows you how you can really grow an audience and get traffic without

spending a dime. Then it's up to you to grow the blog and start making money.Some other books

give just a basic understanding of blogging for profit. This book explains step-by-step why some

blogs make great money while others struggle to make any money at all. This is not some 29 page

book written by a ghostwriter overseas. This is a 70+ page carefully put together blueprint showing

you how to get started today and it's written by a best selling author with over a decade of

experience.A few of the things revealed in this book:**How to Choose the Right Topic**How to

Choose a Domain Name**How to Get Tons of FREE Traffic Without Google or search

engines**How to Take Your Traffic and Make it PROFITABLE Traffic**How to Build an Audience

that Can't Wait to Read Your Next Article**Much, Much, MoreIf you're ready to start making money

with your own blog, download this today!
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This book has nothing specific in it - very general ideas - all have been written about and done over

in many places.I can write a book called "make $1000000 a day with blogging". If I don't explain

step by step what to do, readers are never going to be successful. If you are trying to write a book to

help, you have to give more than just general words. You have to be specific and resourceful. Why

would people ever want to invest in your courses if you are not willing to show that you know

something more than just general information available everywhere else for free.I have been

blogging for a while myself, and know that there are lots of very specific strategies that need to be

implemented for bloggers to be successful. These general overall statements will never get you to

$1000, and there is a lot to learn to get to that level to be financially independent.One aspect that a

lot of other sources are covering that this author did not write about is that only a very small

percentage of bloggers actually succeed and get to that $1000 a day. Even big bloggers I know

don't make this much - this is a very high level to reach for, and try to achieve. I am surprised the

author is so confident especially with the kind of advice that he provides.Overall, a disappointment

for me - did not learn anything. I did give 2 stars as I think the book is organized well, and at least

there is an attempt to make a well organized e-book - looks like this is where most of the effort of

the author went in - a well formatted book about blah.Read this book for free through Kindle

unlimited - glad did not pay anything for this book.

The book was definitely informative on the subject of writing a blog. Also liked that it wasn't a get

rich quick scheme and stated upfront that it would take awhile to achieve the results promised in the

title. Also gave great information on ways to market your blog. Some parts are left a bit vague, but

those potential questions can easily be answered through YouTube. For the money, it is well worth

the investment.

This may or may not be true but this book by Chris Karlas has a lot of good ideas you can

implement in order to monetize your blog.However,some of the skills required to implement these

ideas are beyond the scope of this book.A good read ,nevertheless, and you may be able to put

togethersome type of money making project that is feasible with your budget but without a scalable

idea that is easy to implement 1k a day is just a pipe dream.Expanding a small idea that works

seems to be the way to go and a Facebook advertising platform is the vehicle to get you there.



Decent information on how to move toward making more as a blogger. Lacking a bit in the depth of

how to take each concept further. The author could expound more on concepts to create a real

guideline, but overall one of the better books I have read about making money blogging.

The book worth the 4 star from me, I don't care what other people might rate it. The writer tried in

every aspect to explain how anyone can arrive at that figure per day, though it seems a lot of work

but it worth it. the other things i expected but do not see are the tools he promise to give, they are

somewhat like advertisement of his other books and website.

I have thought many times about starting a blog and more than once have picked up a book to find

out how but this is the first time I have actually finished reading one. It is easy to follow, has a lot of

useful tips and truly feels like Chris wants you to succeeded. Its a great book and I highly

recommend it.

This book provides some excellent ideas to get a blog up and running. Though it is not an extremely

in depth book it does set up some good foundations. I can see implementing some of the topics

discussed in the book to great success.

I love this book. As a beginner, it is very inspiring. I love the way Chris wrote it. Have you ever heard

of K.I. S.S: Keep It Simple Sam? He kept it simple. It is easy to read, easy to follow, and easy to

understand.
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